Report for the month of January 1969 by unknown
(al;[ornkl Slale Fisheries laboratory 
Terminallsland, California 
THE RESOURCES AGENCY OF CALIFORNIA 
DEPARTMENT OF FISH AND GAME 
MARINE RESOURCES OPERATIONS 
REPORT FOR THE MONTH OF JANUARY 1969. 
Commercial fish landings and shipments for 1968 will reach about 566 
million pounds. Landings were down from 1967, (444 million pounds 
from 504 million) due largely to the lack of an anchovy fishery and 
a drop in skipjack from the 1967 record. Tuna shipments were up as 
was total value, the latter reflecting higher tuna prices. 
A preliminary summary of the 1968 partyboat catch shows all-time record 
catches of rockfish and kelp and sand bass. 
We are proud to acknowledge that the Moss Landing Marine Laboratories 
lists Marine Biologist Richard H. Parrish as an Assistant Professor of 
Ichthyology. 
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1. BOTTOMFISH 
A. Fishery 
Flatfish: Desl'ite periods of inclement weather, good c$tches of 
petrale, pover and rex sole were land~d in the Eureka and Ft. Bragg 
areas. In the Eureka area most of the trawling effort was in areas 
adjacent to the petrale spawning grounds west of Eureka. English 
sole was predominant in the landings from San Francisco to Santa 
Barbara with occasional good catches of petrale in the San Francisco 
and Morro Bay areas. 
Roundfish: In the Eureka area several thousand pounds of sablefish 
were sold for crab bait. Other roundfish landings were light. The 
roundfish landings for the balance of the State were generally light, 
with an occasional good catch. 
B. Research' 
Flatfish: Market sampling was accomplished at all ports. 
Considerable effort was spent attempting to complete' th~ 1968 trawler 
log and receipt inventory. Several reports w~re receiv~d. x-egarding 
shipments of bottomfish being taken from Crescent City to Oregan with­
out reporting the deliveries to the Department. Subsequent discussions 
with Marine Patrol have resulted in their cooperation and inve~tigation 
of the unreported landings. This procedure" however, is expected to 
delay completing the final 1968 inventory for at least another month. 
The remainder of 1968 logs and receipts were coded, edited, and sent 
to Terminal Island. 
A manuscript, "Movement of Demersal Fishes Tagged off California, 
1936 through 1950," was submitted to Menlo rark for editing. 
Fifteen tagged flatfish were received and processed during the month. 
The returns included: twelve English sole, of which nine were re­
covered off San Francisco and three were recovered off Monterey, two 
petrale sole released off Washington and recov~red in the Eureka area 
and a double tagged Pacific halibut received from a Crescent City 
trawler. 
Final preparations for the N.B. SCOFIELD cruise were completed and the, 
vessel sailed from San Pedro on January 24. The v~ssel arrived in 
Eureka but extremely adverse weather has caus~d a delay in trawling 
activities. 
Roundfish: None. 
2. SHELLFISH 
A. Fishery 
Abalone: The season closed January 14. 
Optimal weather and water conditions finally arrived the last few 
days of December and continued through the first week in January ­
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and abalone landings soared throughout the central California fishery. 
Processors at Santa Barbara received more abalones than could be 
processed and contacted Morro Bay processors in order to sell the 
surplus. 
Average daily landings at Morro Bay increased to about 11 dozen and 
rang~d from 4 to 21. 
Crab: Inclement weather and poor catches kept total effort down in 
the San Francisco area an'd caused more boats to leave the fishery. 
Total reported landings through December were 588,000 pounds. Janu­
ary landings will probably not exceed 50,000 pounds. 
In northern California, success and effort in January declined from 
D~~ember levels. Total reported landings for December were 5.8 
million pounds. If present catch rates continue, cumulative land­
ings should exceed 8.0 million pounds by the end of January. 
Two large Crescent City crab boats left January 20 to fish Washington 
waters for the remainder of the season. 
Shrimp: Ocean shrimp season closed. 
Oyster: At Eureka, Coast Oyster Company is not presently harvesting 
because of poor condition and small size of oysters. Eureka Oyster 
:Farms has been continuing operations at recent leyels. 
~omales Bay and Drakes Estero oysters are in good condition. Tomales 
Bay Oyster Company and Johnson Oyster Company are harvesting good 
size oysters which are ~ess than two years of age. 
B. Research 
Abalone: Survey dives were made at the Pta Estero study site to 
change the thermograph chart, measure abalone growth and abundances, 
and to record gross environmental observations. 
The bull kelp surface canopy remains rather extensive throughout the 
Pt. Estero-Cambria region and a good supply of algal drift continues 
to be evident on the sea floor providing excellent abalone foraging 
conditions. 
Assistance was extended to the sea otter project in efforts to trap 
sea otters. 
Crab: In the San Francisco area, six market samples comprising 590 
crabs yielded an average weight of 2.14 pounds with two percent 
soft. Two sea samples aboard the LEONILDA off San Francisco and 
the MARIA NO.2 off Pt. Reyes were also taken. 
Part of the month was devoted to assisting on clam studies. The re­
mainder of the month was used for data analysis. 
Sixty-one crab fishermen at Crescent City and 149 at Eureka were in­
terviewed for catch per-unit~of-effort. Average catch per trap for 
o~e day sets was 12.4 pounds at Eureka and 14.7 pounds at CrescentClty. 
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A total of 800 crabs was examined for size and shell condition at 
Eureka and Crescent City. At Eureka, average weight per crab was 
2.04 pounds and 6.0 percent were soft. Crescent City crabs averaged 
2,,01 pounds and 1.2 percent were soft. 
Two day trawls and two night trawls were accomplished at regular 
stations in South Humboldt Bay. The trawls we.re very productive as 
far as crabs were concerned. The biggest haul contained 2~503 
juvenile market crabs. 
Length-weight sampling of legal and juvenile crabs was accomplished. 
Shrimp: At Eureka~ some time was spent preparing shrimp statistics 
for use in population studies. Length-weight data was obtained 
from a sample of spot prawns from Monterey. 
Clam: The sampling schedule for sport clam effort study in Hwn­
boldt Bay was set up. 
A flight to photograph Elkhorn Slough was made on January 15. Clam 
diggers were also counted at Elkhorn Slough, Monterey Bay~ and 
Bolinas Lagoon. 
Clam diggers were counted at Clam Bar on Tomales Bay. Monthly clam 
samples were obtained at Seal Bar for survival, growth and age 
analysis. 
Oysters: Orcutt, Modin and Frank Hubbard of Region 3 observed the 
raft and tray culture of oysters at Morro Bay. Photographs were 
taken of the various cultures. 
Scallops: High mortality of experimental scallops in Drakes 
Estero and Tomales Bay has been observed. These were imported in 
1967 and 1968. Heavy fresh water run-off during December and 
January is suspected of being the cause. 
3. SHELLFISH &BOTTOMFISH DATA ANALYSIS (Bartlett Project M68D) 
Information Storage and Retrieval System 
The shrimp cruise and crab cruise mas ter tapes are being revised to 
add the 4l-foot crab trawl to the gear section. 
An interrogation of the market sampling data was produced for Steve 
Taylor, Eureka. The length frequencies and count per pounds of 
shrimp were produced for 1968 from boats known to have different 
size mesh in their trawls. 
An interrogation of the box sampling tape was produced for Gary 
Smith~ Eureka showing length frequencies of the fourteen species 
of flatfish on the tape by sex and seven geographical areas. 
The shrimp market sampling data from 1960-1967 is being transcribed 
for inclusion in the market sampling data bank on magnetic tape. 
Operations Research 
Consultation was given to the Bottomfish Project concerning the 
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Dover sole tagging study. A flow chart of the study was made. As 
part of OUI' work. to des.ign a processing system for tagging data, we 
tested a program to convert data punched in fixed fields to the INFOL 
format. The conversion program in: conj Ulu:t:l.on with INFOL will be 
. used for the Dover sole tagg:f.ng study. Striped bass tag r-elease data 
were used :to:test the ,system. The Striped Bass Investigation' is in-
.terestedin using the methods we worked out for their future tagging 
studies~ 
A proposed outline for a crab bulletin series was written •. 
A proposal for the installation and maintenance of a series of long-
term temperature recording devices for the California coast was sub-
mitted to the'Laboratory Supervisor. 
A meeting with Dan Gotshall, Shellfish Project, Eureka, was held to 
discusathe log and interview information relating to crab fishing 
and the approach which we are taking in studying the crab population 
dynamics was discussed. 
Work continues en the relationship of water temperature to crab 
laqdings ~d various theoretical egg-recruit relationships were 
investigated. 
4~ PESTICIDE MONITORING (B.C.F. Contract) 
Training in ancillary determinative procedures in pesticide analysis 
has been approved by the Bureau of Commercial Fisheries. The two 
week course, given by the U.S.Pu~lic Health Service in Miami, 
will begin 21 April 1969. 
The' manuscript, "Chlorinated pesticides; in California Bays and 
Estuari'es" 'has received final editing and is being submitted to 
the Pesticides Monitoring Journal for publication. 
Storms and high 'water on the San Joaquin River prevented sampling 
at West Island. and Fa:lse River in January. Hopefully sampling can 
be resumed. in February. 
A.study has been initiated to determine the relative uptake of 
chlorinated pesticides in 'the Ribbed horsemussel, living under 
'natural conditions near the high tide levei, and' specimens held 
in oyster baskets near the 0.0 foot tide level. Pesticide resi-
dues will also be compared with levels found in the Pacific and 
Americarioys ters. . 
5. SHELLFISH LABORATORY OPERATIONS (Bartlett Project M64R4) 
Stanford Un{verslty submdtted lease estimate figure~ to the 
Facilities Planning 1>1vision of. General Services. Initial figures 
indicated the cost would be $0.52 per square foot for 5i500 square 
fee~. A to.tal of 11,000 square feet of ground space would be 
l~i:Uu~d by the labor~,tory'if,or pat:kj,ng, outside culture experiments, 
and storage. 
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Research 
Studies conttnued on the reproductive cycles of Wadhingf.o,~ ",od g6.pe:r· 
clams 0 Samples were collected and processed from D-cakes Bs.y and 
Tomales Bayo Some time was spent on the description of a new species 
of amphipodo 
John Modin was transferred from the pesticide project to the Marine 
Culture Laboratory to fill the vacant Assistant Marine Biologist 
position. The pesticide sampling program will be continued by the 
laboratory on a part-time basis. A contract with B.C.F. at Gulf 
Breeze will provide seasonal aid time to conduct the sampling on a 
reduced basis. 
6. OYSTER DISEASE AND MORTALITY STUDY (B.C.F. Contract) 
Routine sampling was r.arried nut in Humboldt Bay. Drakes Estero and 
Tomales Bay during January. Losses among the population of Pacific 
oysters were negligible at aJl experimental stations. Routine examina­
tion of tissue and phytoplankton samples continues. During the month 
special staining techniques were employed to elucidate upon host­
pathogen relationships. 
The project is on schedule. 
7. SEA OTTER 
Sea otter trappings were begun on January 8 off the Cambria Radar 
Station. On January 9 a young male sea otter weighing 46 lbs. was 
captured off the Cambria Radar Station and transferred to Big Creek. 
Nets were set in a mixed Macroeystis and Nereocystis kelp bed whe re 
sea otters had been rafting. We then withdrew from the vicinity of 
the net to allow the otters to return to the area. Within an hour 
the otters were once again rafting near the net. We then approached 
the sea otters by boat hoping to drive them into the net. The otter 
was then placed in a specially constructed holding cage and trans­
ported to San Simeon Harbor where weight. length. and sex data were 
gathered. The sea otter was then tagged on a hind flipper with a 
monel "ear tag". transferred to the back of a carryall. and driven 
to Big Creek where he was released. The otter was released within 
4 hours of capture. Later. a sea otter. believed to be the one re­
leased. was observed resting in a kelp bed near the point of release. 
Trapping operations were halted during the remainder of the month 
due to inclement weather. 
Aerial surveys scheduled for early January were canceled because of 
flight rescheduling and weather. An aerial survey is scheduled for 
January 31. 
The gill nets were re-hung using more flexible nylon lines which 
should facilitate setting and retrieving the nets. We also found it 
necessary to remodel one of the sea otter cages. 
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Personnel attended a di~~ng confe en E ~t Terminal Island on 
January 15 to discuss standardized t ansect methods. 
8. PELAGIC FISH 
A. Fishery 
Landings in 
Species 
tons January 
1969* 1968 
January 1 -January 
19691': 1968 
31 
10 yr •mean 
1958-1967 
Anchovy 
Mackerel. jack 
Mackerel, Pacific 
Sardines 
1.304 
1.850 
165 
996 
2.002 
90 
6 
1.304 
1.8')0 
16.5 
996 
2.002 
90 
6 
1.632 
2.195 
854 
316 
Squid 650 1.794 
Total 3,969 4,888 
* Estimated. Accumulated landings 
B. Anchovy 
Fishery 
Southern Permit Area 
Zone I 
Zone II 
Zone III 
Zone IV 
Zone V 
Southern Total 
Northern Permit Area 
Total 
Quota 
( tons) 
5.000 
5.000 
5,000 
5.000 
45,000 
65.000 
10,000 
75,000 
650 1,794 668 
3,969 4,888 5,665 
are re"vised monthly. 
Season landings January 
t.hrough January landings 
~tons) (tons) 
1.256 0 
3,020 414 
2,767 466 
183 0 
4,416 414 
11.642 1,294 
2,354 0 
13.996 1,294 
Commercial: Nearly all anchovies delivered for reduction were 
caught in the Santa Monica Basin and the San Pedro Channel. When 
weather permitted, 14 days this month, up to 5 purse seiners fished 
for anchovies. One boat, S.G. GUISEPPE, now has a Capsulpump. pro­
vided by the U.S. Bureau of CommeI"ial Fisheries. to pump fish from 
the net into the hold. 
Live Bait: The activity of the live bait fleet was greatly restric­
ted because of bad weather and lack of passengers on party boats. 
Some fishing occurred at the beginning and end of the month. Fish­
ing was easy the first week in January but very poor the last week. 
The failure during the last week may have been caused by excessive 
freshwater run-off resulting from recent rains. 
Research: Time was spent reviewing literature and determining 
methods to enumerate anchovy eggs for a fecundity study. 
No anchovies were tagged during the month; however. 14 tags were 
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recovered bringing the total to 836 out of 369,304 released. No 
new movements were noted, 
Effort was devoted to preparing an otolith age determination pro­
cedure for presentation to the CalCOFI Committee. 
In accordance with our sampling plan eight anchovy samples were col­
lected and processed from the southern California reduction landings, 
All personnel are preparing manusc ipt:.s for a Fish Bulletin on 
nearly all project studies conducted prior to June 1968. 
C. Mackerel-Sardine 
Fishery 
Jack Mackerel: Nearly half of the jack mackerel landed this month 
were from the Santa Catalina Island area. For the first time in 
many months, appreciable quantities (about a third of the January 
total) were taken at the inshore Horseshoe Kelp area. The remainder 
was from San Clemente and Santa Barbara Islands. 
Most were one- and two-year-old fish, but many of those from the 
inshore areas were older. 
Pacific Mackerel: Most Pacific mackerel landed during the month 
were in mixed loads with jack mackerel. One load of 75 tons of 
Pacifies was reported taken at Ventura and landed in Port Hueneme. 
Only young-of-the-year fish were landed in January. 
Sardines: Less than one ton of sardines (all large) were landed 
with a mixed load of mackerel from Catalina Island. 
Sguid: One Terminal Island cannery began taking small amounts of 
squid this month with other deliveries going to the San Pedro 
market and Port Hueneme. 
Fleet: Twenty-six purse seiners were active in southern California 
this month, with 24 seiners and one lampara boat landing mackerel 
at the canneries. Six seiners landed anchovies. 
Much of the effort of the local fleet was again given over to 
bonito fishing with the price of bonito over four pounds going to 
$100 per ton. Sixteen seiners landed bonito. 
Stormy weather kept most of the fleet tied-up for the last two 
weeks of January. 
There were no wet-fish landings at Mont.erey this month. 
Research: Fourteen jack mackerel, eight Pacific mackerel, and one 
sardine sample were taken this month. In addition, Knaggs made 
several collections of mackerel stomachs at the request of Anatole 
Loukashkin of the California Academy of Sciences. 
Much of the month was spent re-reading Pacific mackerel otoliths 
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in preparation for the forth-coming meeting with Mexican biologists. 
Work contLnued on varlOUS jack ma~kereJ saJ 3~rdloe reports. 
D. Fisheries Res:)urces Sea . UT \ley (Bartlet.t .Me JR) 
Sea SUlvey: The H/V ALASKA sailed Janui:iry 9 for a survey of central 
and southern Baj a California and was s till at sea at month's end. 
Computer runs were made of the 1967 data reports for editing and 
eliminating errors. A final run for publication is presently 
being readied. 
Field trips were made abvd!'d a live bait bOht and a purse seiner 
to gain experience in making estimates of an.:bovy school sizes from 
visual and acoustic observations. 
Plans were made for assembling and installLng the components of a 
depth telemetering system aboard the ALASKA. 
Data Analysis: The temperature-species-catch computer program is 
still not quite completed. An attemp' La run the 16 years of data 
now on tapes worked well until the eighth y~ar, when an error in 
the program terminated the run. The error dppears to be a minor 
one and will be corrected soon. 
9. TUNA 
A. Albacore 
Research 
Life History: Age and Growth--Our attention focused once again on 
analysis of the albacore age composition. Through the use of his­
torical length-frequency data and an age-key derived from 7 years 
of scale reading, we plan to examine the contribution that various 
year classes have made to the albacore landings since 1917. A com­
puter program was written which weights the length-frequencies and 
calculates both size and age composition for each season's landings. 
All of the scale readings for the 1968 sea~ n have been double 
checked. However, we will make a final assessment of the age compo­
sition when our sample fleet catch data have been subjected to com­
puter editing. Keypunching the logbook data was completed this 
month, but the edit cannot be run until all pink tickets have been 
processed. 
Fishery 
Sport: There has been no albacore SPuJ:'Lfi",hery since November. The 
latest partyboat catch figures place the 1968 landings only 290 fish 
short of 130,000. This latter figure was exceeded only in 1952, 
1961. 1962 and 1963. 
Commercial: There were no albacore landed in January, thus the 1968 
season ended with landings of less than 20 tons in December. The 
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season total through September stands at 7.6 million pounds. 
October-December landings should bring the total to approximately 
14 million pounds, the lowest for California since 1947. 
B.	 Bluefin Tuna 
Research 
Life History: Age and growth--Data containing all the length-weight 
information from 1962 to 1967 were added to our California bluefin 
data series. 
Migration--Another section added to the data series, this month, sum­
marizes tagging operations from 1962 to 1967. 
Fishery 
Sport: No action. 
Commercial: Early in January, 12 tons of bluefin ranging from 17 to 
48 pounds each were caught off Guadalupe Island, Baja California. The 
fishermen received $301 per ton, which is $6 more than last year. 
C.	 Pacific Bonito 
Research 
Life History: Age and growth--Three length-weight and otolith samples 
were obtained during the month. 
Fishery 
Sport: Fair sport fishing occurred near the Horseshoe Kelp until 
our famous storm prevented the boats from reaching that area. 
Commercial: About 600 tons of large bonito were landed by the 
commercial fleet. 
10. SPORTFISH 
A. Partyboat 
Research: Work was continued on 2 manuscripts-­
I.	 Age and Growth of California Halibut 
2,	 Partyboat Fishing Industry, Origin and Catch, 
1947-1967. 
Fishery: A preliminary summary of the 1968 partyboat catch shows 
all-time record catches of rockfish and kelp and sand bass e 
The salmon catch was a near record. Partyboat anglers landed great 
numbers of bonito, but suffered a poor season wi th barracuda, 
The	 1968 partyboat catch of key species. accumulated through 
December, compares with 1967 and record years as follows: (nearest 
100). 
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Through December 1967 1968 Record Year 
Rockfish 1)879,2.00 2,089~LO(j !. ,U:36 ~ JUS (1956)
 
Kelp, sand bd5E i. ,001. Eno 1.,J17)~CiO 1,278.919 (1966)
 
Bonito 1L.9 /200 1.101.~)Ii~J .1,298,804 (196 L})
 
Barracuda !4 70, j 00 312,lOD 1,195,585 (1959)
 
Salmon 84,800 127,000 128,978 (1955)
 
California halibut 63,::'00 .5 4 ,700 143,462 (1948)
 
Yellowtail 31,400 )8,000 :"57,350 (1959)
 
Striped bass 23,700 21 ~ ')(JG
 
Sturgeon .1,653 2,258 (1967)
 
B. Environmentd.L and BelMvloral Studies vI'_'d6tal Sport Fishes (DJ F22R) 
Project divers reinfol·c.ed -he permanent i11~rK'2riJ ! n ..:mr CONES transect 
line off Palos Verdes Po~nt. \~e then ,.:ond·\cted a quantitative survey 
of 21 of the 26 stations, 
Two days were spent in Morro Bay disctlS8HIg () 11 new boat wi th the 
builder. The builder anticipates its delivery to us in early March. 
Assistance \vas given the Newport Bay-Suns.:: ~ Bs)" E. tudy by helping in 
the collection of a second series of samples trom Sunset Bay. 
Work was initiated on our re.imbursed (.on,:.",_ ~tudy off San Onofre. 
Three intertidal stations were occupied and q lantitaLive measure­
ments of the biota were mdde. 
Upper Newport Bay-Sunset Bay Contract ~tuJle6 
The second series of samples of the bie 3 in Sunset Bay was taken 
during January. A third, and the las , SEries o~ samples is sched­
uled for April. We will use these samples to d cument seasonal changes 
in the Bay's biotic assemblage. 
, 
The remaining time was spent ident1.fying and enumerating organisms 
collected at Sunset Bay during October. 
C. Central California Marine Sport fish Survey (DJ F25R2) 
Partyboat and skiff spor·t catches were sur~<::y£d d Monterey. 
Commercial gill net and trmvl catches we "12 sm.veyed wiLh emphasis on 
collecting lingcod ages and size. 
One week was spent on kelp ec.ology S ludic.5, til. :tIer and Kier pre­
sented a slide talk on project work and fish idenLification to 
40 members and friends of the San F·raiH.U;;.v Ha:nmerheads Skindiving 
Club on January 15. 
Miller discussed feasibilir.y of artificJ.::ll rc'2i construction next 
to Santa Cruz Pier. 
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11. FOOD HABITS STUDY (Bartlett M67R) 
Stomachs from 154 fish (120 bonito, 20 bluefin tuna, 11 California 
halibut, and 3 sand bass) were collected during the month. The 
samples came from various commercial and scientific endeavors. The 
low number of samples reflects the usual winter level of fishing 
effort and success. 
The contents of 272 stomachs were examined in detail, identified, 
and tabulated. Bluefin tuna, taken by purse seine off Guadalupe 
Island in January 1969, were found to be eating young jack mackerel 
and squid in contrast to red swimming crabs and anchovies during 
the summer of 1968. Bonito stomachs still continued to contain 
anchovies while albacore were found to be feeding on a variety of 
organisms, including sauries, squid, and a Paralep.idae. 
12. SPECIAL PROJECTS 
A. Southern California 
Much of the month's activities revolved around preparing the docu­
ment, "A report on the problems of the commercial fishing industry 
and the role of the Department of Fish and Game," that was re­
quested by the Conference Committee on the Budget in the 1968 
Legislative Session. 
Other activities involved MRO planning, bay and estuary planning, 
and reviewing data concerning the proposed addition of a fourth 
generating unit to San Diego Gas and Electric Company's South Bay 
Plant. 
B. Northern California 
Assistance was again given the Bay Conservation and Development 
Commission in making a motion picture on the future of San Fran­
cisco Bay. Technical assistance was given the trawl project in 
the fabrication of tagging needles, needle holder boxes, and 
portable fish tanks. Time was also spent on replacement of 
sounding equipment for Gulf of the Farallones study. 
Material for the bay and estuary planning report was gathered 
from Marine Resources Operations projects. 
13. BIOSTATISTICS 
A. Data Processing 
Regular Reports: The December processors reports, cannery check 
runs and marine sportcatch reports were tabulated, decoded and 
distributed. The December tuna and sport fish letters were com­
pleted and mailed. The annual tuna letter was mailed. 
The September statistical reports were decoded and distributed. 
Special Reports: A table was prepared for Turner showing catches 
of abalone and lobster from San Clemente Island for 1965, 1966, 
and 1967. 
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Reports were tabulated showing the catch of a selected wetfish: 
fleet for;' 1963-1966 fo~Pe1'rin$ USBCF at La .Jolla. 
A tab le w;::.s p r",-pared fpr R!llis s}, ~'iJ' <'_:5 l&l.~ln,gs in Tomales Bay 
for 1967 by species.  
Data,on the boats intending to fish the Mexican exclusive fishery 
zone in 1969 was prepared, for th~ USBCF at Terminal Island which 
will forward the information to the 'Mexican Government.  
Crab "cnnses 68S3 and 68S4 were keypunched for Mackett. 
, Salmon samp1i~gdata for September were keypunched and 'listed for 
O'Brien MRB. 
Work in Progress: Work has begun in balancing annual processors 
reports in preparation for work on the 1968 circular. 
Random samples of sportfishing licenses were keypunched in prep-
aration for a postcard survey of sportfishing effort. 
Field: A one day field trip was made to San Diego. 
A one week trlpwas made by Carlisle ,arid Bybee to central and 
northern California. 
B. Technical Assistance and Mathemati~al Analysis 
Statistical and Mathematical Analysis: Work on population dynamics 
of ocean shrlnip was continued and a review of Tomlinson's studies 
of Pacific macl~erel dynamics was, begun. 
The drawing of a sample for the 1968 angling effort po~tcardsur­
vey was completed and preparations were made for an initial mail-
ingdurlng the first half of February. 
~sultations on statisticalp~ob,lems were given t~Steve Nicola 
of the Coldwater ~servoirs Project and Bill Asserson of the 
.lJpland Game Unit. ' ltis of interest, to note that the von· 
Bertalanffy growth. in length curve is a good predictor of cotton-
tail rabbit eye lens weight as a function of age. 
Computers: The Berta1anffy growth curve was fi tted ,to cot tontail 
rabbit data for the Upland Game Unit, Sacramento. 
Several programs were updated. The weight-length program and its 
description were ~evised according to instructions sent by Pat 
Tomlinson. The program calculating age composition was converted 
from the, uec 1107 to the CDC 6600 • 'Also, ANRPTS, a program com-, 
piling tables of pounds by month by origin by species from card 
sUDDllary data, was revised to produce the tables by fishing season. 
The program to estimate fishing power, of a fleet by Robson's 
method was wiittEm' and debugged and is now being tested. 
", Several w~eks \\Tere spent determining the soUrce of misleading error 
~ssages which, occurred while che:cking period 8 commercial tape' data; 
they were traced to the initiation of a new version of the 6600 opera~ing 
system last December. 1968 Period 9 data were put on tape. 
Programming assistance was given to the Tuna and Anchovy Projects. 
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14 0 VESSELS 
ALASKA 
The vessel sailed on January 9 on a five weeks Pelagic Fish Study cruise 
off Lower Baja California coast o 
Operational days scheduled 23; Operated 23 0 
N.B. SCOFIELD 
From January 1 through 22, the NeB o SCOFIELD was in the yard for annual 
overhaul and drydocking~ The vessel sailed for northern California on 
January 23 to conduct bottomfish studieso 
Operational days scheduled 26; Operated 9. 
There was loss of time due to delay in approving the annual overhaul 
contract. Operating schedule was revised to reclaim part of lost time. 
NAUTILUS 
The NAUTILUS assisted for four days in San Francisco Bay work. On the 
31st the vessel headed for Santa Barbara Channel to assist in oil spill. 
Operating days scheduled 9; Operated 6~ 
Bad weather kept the vessel in port. 
MOLLUSK 
MOLLUSK conducted a two day abalone study off Morro Bay. The vessel was 
also engaged in the Sea Otter program for a few days. 
15. MISCELLANEOUS 
A. Meetings, Talks and Visitors 
Jan. 1 - Gotshall met with H.SeC. Economics Professor Frank Jewett 
to discuss a Sea Grant Study of the Economics of the Crab 
Fishery, and the effect of soft crabs on the earning~ of 
fishermen. 
Jan. 2 ~	 Gotshall and Burge met with Dwight McGillivary, Eureka 
Kiwanis, to discuss map of Humboldt Bay clamming areas. 
Jan. 3 - Smith met with Margret Debow~ HSC, to finalize details of 
the March symposium on "New Product Development and 
Marketing in West Coast Fisheries"., 
Jan. 7	 Bybee spoke on the southern California grunion sportfish­
ery to the Wilmington Masonic Lodgee 
Jan. 7 - Messersmith presented a talk on Ocean Resources; point of 
view of the marine biologist, at Orange Coast College to 
a group of 25~30 students. 
Jan. 7-10 - Bybee attended a defensive driving instructor training 
course in Los Angeles. 
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Jan. 7-10,16, Ganssle assisted in a Drivervs Train~ngCourse at the, 
Space Museum in Los Angeleso 
Jan. 9 Roel;lel~,freY p Orcutt ~ Jow aL cended meeting in Sacramento
.'. ~, 
'.' ~ bii: Leg'ndative Report ftit' t,rRoo-MRBoy<, .:/ i\ ~.',; 
Jan. 10 ~ ..Tl.lrner ~etwith JohnPrescott (Marineland of the Pacific) 
" . and Robert 'B~t~s ~nd;R~b~rt Baker (Dept •. of Parks and 
Recreation) to discuss criteria for California Coastline 
Plan~ Marineland of the Pacifico 
. ,.Don Gastineau, Marine,Patrol~ Crescent City, and Smith 
met' .to, discuss' delinquent. trawler logs and receipts not 
reported for fish shipments into Oregon. 
Jan. 10-11 - Roedel participated in a meeting of the California Adyi-
i .. so·ry Commission on Marine and Coastal Resources, Sacra-
• ... ,;<.: .:. I. 
" ,mento. ',,",. ;.. , 
Jan. 12-13 Gotshall met with Rosenthal and :Clarke~ WestinghouseRe-
,.~earch,~,aboratory at La Jolla to discuss use of their 
, i ~ :.' . 
.' f De{ep)~a:~ ,.?OOO in Jio,l:thel'rt C~H.f~rnl.a~ 
• ,i '., ' , • 
Jan. 13 - Smith met with. Captain Thompson and Wardens Gulling and 
Martindale, :Eur~ka '~a:finePatrol;to discuss policies 
and procedures necess~ryto obtain trawler logs and 
recei~ts fr'om Otegon'ves:se:is de11vering to California 
ports. 
\ .~ . 
-,:,Frey 'attended meeting in Sacramentq concerning the addi-
T;' t.····· .". ;tlion, qf· a fourth generatingl.lpit ,to, the South Bay Plant 
of San Diego Gas and Electric Companyo 
Jan. 14 Roedel and Baxter attended a CalCOFI committee meeting in 
La Jolla.. ; 
:.; ..~,}~,~·~.'r::,;-.' !~, . Jan:.:' 15:: '. " ~~. :- ,Reg-io'n l~ B.ranch SUP~'rv;l..s·ors and Smith' ~et with the Red-
'.: ,,'~: ,',;.. .. . 'wood: National Park personnel to discuss National Park 
"', "'~" '. .',' :, ", poli'c,ies as ,they r,ela,te to North Coast fish and wildlife 
policies. 
'Jan. 16 ... Dahlstrom and Gotsh.all met with Chapman in Sacramento to 
, dj.s·cuss: for,thc.oming ,.Outdoor California article on shr;l.mp. 
I· 
',-;';' <Gotshall: met with Gat~s ~ Smith and Dick Horne to evalu-
, '>.';' 
't ;J~">:·~>:·'at<e' 19:68;.·T.,rai'ni·ng ,..Conf~rence. 
.'".' . ,. ~. , ~'.'. 
Jan. 16 Mr. Robert N. Baker~ Landscape Architect working on state-
'wide planning, f0r thaDepartment of ..Parks and Recreation, 
,visited :.th~MenloPark laboratory to discuss ocean shore-
line development. 
~ ..:.. , 
. ~ ;" ": .:' ~ I; ,' .. Jan~ 16: ,~ Bybee instructed a defensive drivers training course in 
".,Los;;Angeles. : 
<-; The ::st;aff partieipated,c,in Marine Orientation training: for 
WardensHamp~,Peabod1Y'~ and Allsup of Region 5. 
Jan. 16-17 
Jan. 17 
Jan. 17 
Jan. 19-24 
Jan. 20 
Jan. 20 
Jan. 21 
Jan. 21 
Jan. 22 
Jan. 22 
Jan. 23 
Jan. 24 
Jan. 27 
Jan. 27 
Jan. 27 
Jan. 27 
Jan. 28 
- Turner and Strachan met with Ralph Horn to discuss the 
construction of the F22R project boat DOLPHIN: Morro Bay. 
- Messersmith met with Dr. Follensbee of Orange Coast 
College to discuss the marine technician curriculum. 
- Orcutt met wiLh Dr. Barry, Dean of School of Biological 
Sciences at San Jose State to discuss~ with him and his 
staff~ matters relating to curriculum for biology majors. 
~	 Baxter attended MultL~Department Management School at 
San Clemente. 
- Strachan, Duffy? and Hardy met with Harold D. Palmer 
(D.S.C.) to discuss nearshore sand transport: Terminal 
Island. 
Roedel, Frey. and Jaw attended meeting in Sacramento on 
Legislative Report for MRO-MRB. 
Frey and Aplin attended meeting in Sacramento on Bay and 
Estuary Planning. 
- Odemar met with Dr. Peterson and Jud Vandevere of D.C. 
Santa Cruz and discussed cooperative sea otter researth. 
- Odemar met with Drs. Poulter and Hubbard of S.R.I. and 
formulated plans for keeping sea otters in captivity. 
- Turner and Duffy met with personnel from Southern Cali­
fornia Edison Co., Bendix Marine Advisers. San Diego 
Regional Water Quality Control Board and Fish and Game 
Region 5 to discuss biological monitoring and survey 
offshore from San Onofre~ Los Angeles. 
-,	 MRO staff meeting. CSFL. 
- Gotshall met with Eureka City Manager to arrange for 
dockage for N.B. SCOFIELD. 
- Strachan met with Dr. Ted Hammond (Scripps Institution 
of Oceanography) to discuss California spiny lobster 
investigations~ Terminal Island. 
- Turner met with Bob Brown (Dillingham Corporation) to 
discuss solid waste disposal into the marine environ­
ment: Terminal Island. 
- Frey~ Aplin, and Bissell had meeting in Sacramento on 
MROvs role in bay and estuary planning. 
Frey and Jaw attended meeting in Sacramento concerning 
the Legislative Report for MRO-MRB. 
- Mr. Charles Rockwell visited the laboratory to discuss 
dredging at Palo Alto Harbor. He is an engineer from 
the Santa Clara County Department of Public Works. 
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Jan. 28
 
Jan. 28
 
Jan. 29
 
Jan. 29
 
Jan. 29
 
Jan. 31
 
Jan. 31
 
B.	 Personnel 
Jan. 1 
Jan. 2 
Jan. 6 
Jan. 8 
Jan. 13 
Jan. 14 
ti~. ;1 !3~t;;-~, 
hn L. Baxter
 
cting Manager
 ~
MRO-TI/lp
 
2-3':"69/150
 
- Odemar met with Dr. Poulter of S.RoI. regarding a pro­
posal for keeping sea otters in captivity. 
- Odemar met with Robin Welsh of S.R.l o and discussed infra­
red photography as a means of surveying kelp beds and sea 
otter populations. 
- Roedel, Radovich, and Baxter met with Howard and Cramer, 
BCF, to discuss state input into the BCF fishery planning 
effort. 
- Duffy and Turner met with Charles Breslin (Litton Indus­
tries Inc.) to discuss llfarming" of rock scallops~ 
Terminal Island. 
Frey attended meeting in Santa Monica concerning alternate 
routes for proposed freeway. 
- Heimann attended a meeting concerning the coordination 
of commercial licensing activities at Sacramento Head­
quarters. 
Roedel attended the monthly staff meeting in Sacramento. 
- John C. Modin, Assistant Marine Biologist, Estuarine Mon­
itoring Program, M.P., transferred to Shellfish Labora­
tory Operations, Menlo Park. 
- James T. Baker appointed permanent Deckhand. Fish and Game 
Boat. Research Vessels, Terminal Island. 
- Neptaly So Escalante appointed permanent Deckhand, Fish 
and Game Boat. Research Vessels. Redwood City. 
- Marvin D. Waldrop. Deckhand. Fish and Game Boat, Research 
Vessels, Terminal Island. resigned. 
- Joseph J. Kubina appointed permanent Motor Vessel Engine­
man, Research Vessels, Terminal Island. 
- Mildred T. Madrigal, Clerk Typist II, Biostatistics, 
Terminal Island, resigned. 
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MARINE RESOURCES OPERATIONS 
REPORT ON 1968 
PELAGIC FISH PROGRAM 
An~hovyReductio~Fishery 
The third season of the anchovy reduction fishery closed May 15th with a 
total landing of 6~506 tons of a 75 9 000 ton quota, 5~654 tons at Monterey 
area plants~ 832 in Oxnard and only 20 at Terminal Island G In the Monterey 
area a $17/ton price settlement 'was reached October 4 but declined to $16 in 
March 0 Port Hueneme fishermen received $IS/ton (less $2 for trucking) in 
October and November but stopped fishing when the price was cut to $12 (less 
$2) in FebruaryQ Terminal Island fishermen reached a shaky settlement of 
$16/ton February 19; however~ they only landed 20 tons o 
On July 26~ 1968 the Fish and Game Commission authorized a fourth reduction 
season with the same 75,000 ton quota~ a longer season~ and smaller zones in 
southern California The season opened on August 1, 1968 in the northerne 
permit area and on September 15, 1968 in the southern area and closes May 15, 
1969 in both areas G By December 30~ 1968 total landings had reached 10~331 
tons in the southern permit area, and 2~341 tons in the northern permit area o 
The agreed price was $18/ton in the Monterey area and $17/ton (beginning 
October 11) in southern California0 The price at Terminal Island was based 
on a formula of $17/ton minimum ± $1 for every 10¢ per unit protein change~ 
above $2.10/unit, on the local fish meal exchange 0 
Anchovy Research 
The staff continued collecting basic catch~effort data for the commercial 
fishery using a fishing log book system e Catch sampling for age~ length~ and 
related data was cqntinued. Analysis of the 1966.-6'7 season data was com~ 
pleted Changes in our sampling plan based on the analysis of the 1966~67o 
data were made prior to the start of the 1968~69 season o 
A study on the relative value of otoliths and scales for age determination 
was completed~ and the results reported at the December CalCOFI Conferences 
The study showed that otoliths were as reliable as scales for aging anchovies, 
and that the method was much more efficient The otolith method was adoptedo 
for exclusive use beginning with 1968=69 reduction samplese By request of 
the CalCOFI Committee scales will be collected but not mounted o 
During 1968 170,703 anchovies were tagged and released, bringing the total re­
leased since tagging began (March 14~ 1966) to 369~304o During the year 268 
tags were recovered of which 89 demonstrated long range movement, ~~l from San 
Francisco Bay to Monterey~ 9 from southern California to Monterey, 13 from 
San Pedro and Port Hueneme to Ensenada~ and 26 from San Diego to Port Hueneme o 
An intensive live~bait sampling plan was carried out during the summer months 
to determine if our sampling was producing statistically valid information~ 
Analysis of resulting data revealed that we would have to triple our previous 
sampling effort in order to produce statistically acceptable information on 
age composition@ Since age~composition information is available from the re­
duction fishery and since additional manpower is not available live bait 
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sampling was terminated. Results of the study have been incorporated in an 
expanded sampling plan to be initiated when it 1S felt that data to be derived 
is worth the additional manpower~ and expense~ required. The live bait study 
now concentrates on obtaining accu.rate catch logs and improving our relation­
ship with fleet operators by passing on information relative to Department 
research~ improved net8~ and electronic fishing aids o Relative to the latter 
effort~ purse seines and sonar are now being acquired by some of the live-bait 
operators, This new gear should help ease~ or at least aid in understanding~ 
the perennial summer shortage of live bait. 
Mackerel~~ardin~ Yish~ry 
Preliminary figures show both jack mackerel and Pacific mackerel landings up 
from last year. Jack mackerel landings at 28~430 tons were the highest since 
1965. Landings of Pacific mackerel~ while somewhat better than last yearVs 
record low p were only 1400 tons. Once again. sardine landings hit a record 
low with only 63 tons. 
Squid landings continued to rise for the sixth consecutive year~ and 1968 
landings of 11~850 tons were exceeded only by the record year of 1946 0 
At yearVs end p the number of active purse seine vessels in the southern 
California wet-fish fleet was down to 26~ with 3 others active in the Monterey 
area. A few vessels were experimenting with fish pumps and sonar. 
Mackerel-Sardine Research 
Routine sampling of the commercial landings of age and length was maintained 
throughout the year. Otol.Lths were taken from 6200 jack mackerel and 2544 
Pacific mackerel. Sardine landings were also monitored and 20 age-length 
samples were taken o The new jack mackerel sampling plan and complete log'~ 
interview system~ inaugurated in 1967~ were working well o 
A manuscript describing the age composition for the 1964~65~ 1965~66~ 1966~67p 
and 1967~68 seasons Pacific mackerel catch was completed. This work will be 
submitted for publication when the 19S8~59 through 1963~64 seasons Pacific 
mackerel catch has been reanalyzed. A report on age at maturity of Pacific 
mackerel was completed. Analysis of 10 meter temperatures off of known Pacific 
mackerel spawning areas was started. Analysis of past jack mackerel data con­
tinued as part of a study describing the fishery and the age composition of 
the catch trom 1947 to date. 
Meetings were held with representatives of Mexico to discuss the plight of the 
Pacific mackereL A paper on the population dynamics of Pacific mackerel was 
prepared by Tomlinson and this plus a summary of the fishery and biology~ by 
Blunt and Parrish formed the basis of the discussion. Further meetings between 
Mexico and U.S. scientists to discuss cooperative research and management of 
Pacific mackerel and other pelagic species are scheduled for March in Mexico 
City. 
FISHERIES RESOURCES SEA SURVEYS (BARTLETT M63R) 
SeaSuryex 
Acoustic and midwater trawl surveys ,-Jere made by 10 cruises between the Oregon 
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border and central Baja California~ Mexicoo Most effort was concentrated in 
southern and central Californiae 
Spring surveys in southern California indicated an adult anchovy populati~n of 
approximately 1~7 million tons which is nearly the same as that of the previous 
year The fish were distributed further offshore than in previous years oe 
A survey of Baj a California i'n March detected a large spawning anchovy popula­
tion equal or greater than that of southern California This population iso 
characterized by a small size composition~ 
Intensive surveys during the fall and early Wln~er succeeded in locating com­
mercial concentrations of anchovies o The habitat preferred by these fish was 
nearshore escarpments and submarine canyons G Large schools were found in 
these areas at daytime depths of 60~120 fathoms o Schooling behavior and prox­
imity to shore severely limited their effective exploitatione 
-y 
Capability to determine school sizes from echograms was i.mproved by use of 
sonar~ scuba~ and observation of commercial fishing operations o This capa­
bility will enable us to estimate anchovy population size more accuratelYe 
The new sonar set installed aboard the M/'v ALASKA has proved a valuable tool 
for locating and surveying anchovies. It also has excellent possibilities 
for purse seine fishing operations 0 
Improvements were made in midwater trawl gear@ A new net reel greatly facil­
itated trawling operations resulting in reduction of manpower and increase of 
trawl tows per cruise~ A depth telemetry system will soon be operationalo 
With this equipment schools detected acoustically can be more efficiently 
sampled by trawl 0 
Sea ~urvey DataAn~lysi? 
Two computer programs were developed during the yearl!> 
A program designed to transfer all Sea Survey data from punched cards to mag­
netic tape was completed and data collected between 1950 and 1965 is now on 
two magnetic tapeSe Having this. large amount of data (about 50~OOO cards) on 
tape will enable us to extract~ compile~ and analyze all or portions of it 
more quickly and efficiently~ The program was designed so that data from 1966 
on can be added to the tapes as it becomes available 0 
Using the magnetic tapes for the first time~ a program to determine the rela­
tionship between surface temperature and the occurrence~ in each of six geo­
graphical areas~ of several species of fish and invertebrates commonly taken 
during Sea Surveys was almost completed$ 
When finally completed~ the computer output will consist of a number of tables 
showing the general distribution~ and occurrence in relation to surface tem~ 
perature~ of ni.ne species of fish and invertebrates~ which areg the Pacific 
sardine~ northern anchovy~ Pacific mackerel~ jack mackerel g Pacific saury~ 
round herring~ thread herring~ squid~ and pelagic red crabe 
Data will be summarized by year and at the end of the run eight final tables 
will summarize catch=species~temperaturerelationships for the entire 16 years 
- --
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now on tapes. 
Publications 
Baxter p J. L. 1968. Review of activities. California Department of Fish and 
Game~ Pelagic Fish Investigations. Calif. Coop. Ocean. Fish. Invest. p 
Rept. p 12g10-13. 
Baxter~ J. L. g J. D. Isaacs. A. R. Longhurst and P. M. Roedel. 1968. Partial 
review of and proposed program for research toward utilization of the 
California Current fishery resources. Calif. Coop. Ocean. Fish. Invest., 
Rept. p 12g5~9. 
Duffyp J. M. 1968. Jack mackerel yield per area from California waters, 
1955-56 through 1963-64. Calif. Fish and Game p 54(3)~195-202. 
1968. Deformed lateral line in a jack mackerel p Trachurus~ymmetricus 
(Ayres). Calif. Fish and Game~ 54(4)g306. 
Hamilton p Deon. 1968. Cruise report 68Al. Calif. Dept. Fish and Game~ Mar. 
Res. Oper.? 3 p. 
1968. Cruise report 68A3. Calif. Dept. Fish and Game" Mar. Res. 
Oper op 4 p. 
1968. Cruise report 68A7. Calif. Dept. Fish and Game p Mar. Res. 
Oper. 9 3 p. 
1968. Cruise report 68A9. Calif. Dept. Fish and Game 9 Mar. Res. 
Oper.~ 4 p. 
Hardwick p James E. 1968. Review of the pelagic wet fisheries for 1966-67. 
Calif. Coop. Ocean. Fish. Invest.~ Rept.~ 12g22~23. 
Leap	 Robert N. 1968. Cruise report 68A2. Calif. Dept. Fish and Game~ Mar. 
Res. Oper. p 4 p. 
1968. Cruise report 68A5. Calif. Dept. Fish and Game p Mar. Res. 
Oper. p 2 p. 
1968. Cruise report 68A8. Calif. Dept. Fish and Game" Mar. Res. 
Oper.~ 5 p. 
Mais~ K. F. 1968. Cruise report 68A4. Calif. Dept. Fish and Game p Mar. 
Res. Oper. p 3 p. 
1968. Cruise report 68A6. Calif. Dept. Fish and Game~ Mar. Res. 
Oper op 3 p. 
1968. Cruise report 68AIO. Calif. Dept. Fish and Game" Mar. Res. 
Oper. p 3 p. 
Parrish p Richard H. and C. E. Blunt~ Jr. 1968. The Pacific mackerel fisheryg 
A summary of biological knowledge and the current status of the resource. 
10 p." 6 figs. p mimeo (appendix 3 p Mar. Res. Comma Minutes, 13 Mar. 1968). 
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TUNA PROGRAM 
Albacore Investigations 
Fishery 
The west coast albacore catch approximated 30~000 tons; 3rd best commercial 
season recorded and far above the 25~year average of 20 p 600 tons. California 
landings reached about 7~OOO tons~-lowest in a quarter century. The low al­
bacore catch off California was caused by northerly shifts in the migration as 
it reacted to rapid heating in offshore surface areas. This is the 4th con­
secutive year in which a major portion of the migration has shifted northward, 
and Oregon and Washington albacore landings surpassed California. 
Angling~ however~ was phenomenal. The migration leaders moved into southern 
California before ocean conditions had changed~ and fish remained there all 
season. As a result~ partyboat catches approxlmated 130~000 albacore; 5th best 
season recorded and far above the post~war average of 90~000 fish. 
Research 
Life History6 Age and Growth--Preliminary results from reading albacore 
scales indicate the California migration was primarily one~ to four~year-old, 
48% were IIis, 44% IIIls and 6% IVus. Compared to 1967~ this year~s migration 
contained about 12% fewer age II albacore (13~pounders) and 15% more age III 
(20-pounders). 
To determine age compositon of the eastern North Pacific migration California, 
Oregon~ and Washington data should be combined~ for most albacore were caught 
north and landed there. 
Migration--California fishermen operating off Oregon recovered two tags from 
fish marked by the Oregon Fish Commission in 1967, this is the first time that 
albacore tagged off Oregon were recaptured there the following season. Only 
three were ~agged in the California fishery this year~ these south of the 
Coronados Islands--one subsequently was recaptured nearby. 
Population Dynamics~ New logbooks were made available to the fleet in August. 
Final editing p coding~ and keypunching of 1968 logbook data have been com­
pleted. These and i1 pink ticket" data were processed by computer~ and a pro­
gram converting catch statistics in pounds to numbers of fish was completed. 
Present evidence indicates that migrations into the eastern North Pacific have 
not declined in size~ and that various albacore year classes have remained 
strong. Our measures of the 1968 migration~ however~ may be inadequate because 
samples were few and not well distributed through the fishery. Oregon and 
Washington data should be included for a thorough analysis. 
Exploratory Fishing~ N.B. SCOFIELD Cruise 6881 departed June 19 on an ex­
ploratory fishing and oceanographic cruise. Some albacore migration leaders 
were located near Cortez Bank on June 21. shortly thereafter others were found 
30-70 miles SW of San Juan Seamount. The 8-day cruise covered about 700 
miles~ extending 200 miles off southern California. 
Ecology and Oceanography~ Data from Cruise 6784 were processed~ and contours 
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of horizontal temperatures and salinities and of vertical temperature sections 
were drawn. Sharp salinity changes had no apparent effect on vertical temper­
ature structure o Most albacore were caught in salinity of 33 0 1 to 33 0 3 ppt. 
The cruise provided biological~ oceanographical Q and meterological data that 
may be related to albacore occurrence o Although analysis is incomplete~ ap~ 
parently migration leaders traveled through cooler parts of their preferred 
temperature regime'-~m{)stly in water ranging 59'" to 63°F 0 
Education and Public Relations~ Accelerating demand for albacore information 
consumed considerable manpower o 
Craig r William LO Q and Edward K. Dean. Scouting for albacore with surface sa­
linity data o Undersea TechnologY1 Vol. 9 p No o 5~ po 60-61 and 90~ May 
1968. 
Craig p William La Status of the 1968 California albacore fishery. Annual Re­
port Pacific Marine Fish Commission (in press). 
Pre-'cruise plan and Cruise reports--Cruise plans and reports were prepared~ and 
information was given to magazines and newspapers. 
Newsletters-~Over 800 newsletters were distributed to sport and commercial 
fishermen and the public. 
Scientific Conferences--The proceedings of the 18th Pacific Tuna Conference 
was assembled and mailed. A paper describing the 1968 albacore fishery was 
presented to the 19th PCT. 
Bluefin Tuna Investigations 
During the 1968 season~ the bluefin catch approximated only 6 ~ 000 tons~-,about 
half the 11~800 ton average of the past 5 years. The fishery was about a 
month late. It began in late June~ and rapidly shifted northward with quick­
changing ocean conditions. Approximately 85% of the catch came from the 
northern half of the fishing grounds; it usually produces about 50%0 
Partyboats boated only 900 bluefin; the 5-year average is 1.300 0 
Research 
Life Historyg A&e_~nd Gro~th--Two programs were written for the Programma 
101. to increase data processing efficiency. They compute percent of bluefin 
by age group and various other statistical parameters. Both programs provide 
data concerned with age composition of the tuna migration~ year class contri­
bution to California's catch~ etc. 
Preliminary results from reading bluefin scales indicate the 1968 migration 
was primarily one- to three-year-olds (16- ~ 28,- ~ and 53-pounders) -o-about 35% 
were one-year-old fish p 60% were II's and 5% 1II u s. Last year's migration 
was 24% Ils~ 65% II's. 9% Ill's. and a few lV's and V~s. 
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Mi_gr_ation-~Because the migration was late g only small numbers were caught by 
the last week in June. Consequently only 35 bluefin (20~30 pounders) were 
tagged from the Sea ?cout. Six were recovered during the season~ near the 
release site. 
Two bluefin marked in 1964 were recovered in two~boat purse seines off Japan 
during July 1968. The first was tagged west of San Martin Island~ Baja Cali­
fornia; it was recaptured east of Osaki Zaki g Honshu. The second was tagged 
near San Diego; and it was recovered off Todo Saki g Honshu. To date~ eight 
tagged bluefin have been recovered off Japan g and we have recovered two of 
theirs in the American fishery. Japanese and American fishermen apparently 
harvest the same stocks. 
PhysiologX~~By using electron microscopyg many cells in the bluefin pineal 
were identified and their function determined. Retna-like cells were dis­
covered for the first time. 
Population Dynamics~ Considerable logbook data covering the past 10 years 
have been assembled g checked~ and summarized for a comprehensive analysis. 
Ecology and Oceanography~ Logbook data concerning sea temperatures and blue­
fin catches have been compiled for years 1957~1966. Preliminary analysis 
indicates that although some fish were caught in 57°F~81oF.g about 90 percent 
were caught in temperatures 62° to 72 F. Peak catches were made in 68°F. All 
temperatures came from thermometers in the vessels' cooling systems. 
Manuscripts and Publications 
Clemens g Harold Bo~ and Glenn A. Flittner. Bluefin tuna traverse the Pacific 
(in press). 
Scientific Conferences--Presentations at the 19th Pacific Tuna Conference were 
"Transpacific Migrations of Bluefin Tuna" and "A Review of the 1968 Bluefin 
Tuna Fishery." "A Survey of the Evolution g Structure. and Function of the 
Pineal Apparatus in Teleost Fish" was presented by Richard Murphy during a 
seminar at California State College. Long Beach. 
Magazines-~Tuna information was prepared for the magazine "Surveyor" published 
by American Bureau of Shipping. 
Pacific Bonito Investigations 
During 1968 g bonito landings reached approximately 6 g 000 tons--substantially 
above the 5-year average of 5 g 300 tons. Catches began in January~ and bonito 
were landed every month. The fishery was primarily off southern California, 
where the small local seiners and sporthoats found a bonanza. 
Partyboat fishing was spectacular. Anglers boated over 1~071g000 bonito~-a 
harvest that probably weighed 2 g 000 tons. This is 296 g000 fish above the 
past 5~year average. Also g anglers on shore and aboard private vessels may 
well have caught another million bonito. 
I APPENDIX 
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Research 
Life History~ Aae an~ Growth~-Several length~weight-otolith samples were 
collected to determine age and growth o One fish in the 3~pound class when 
taggp.d~ weighed about 4~ pounds 4 months later o 
M~g~~tion--Over 800 marked bonito were released below Point Conceptiono The 
recovery rate was about 10%0 While most were recaptured near the release 
point~ one tagged at North Coronados Island was recaptured 108 days later 
near Malibu~ about 118 miles distant o 
~cology and Behav~~r--Large bonito (6-12 pounds) hung around the Channel 
Islands~ while small ones (2~4 pounds) swam along the California coast below 
San Clemente town. Some winter sportfishing occurred near power plants where 
bonito thrive in artificial~ warm-water habitat o 
Population Dynamics~ Data were obtained from several dozen seiners landing 
bonito at Terminal Island. 
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SPORTFISH PROGRAM 
PartyboatFishery 
";''l'" 
'rhe partyboat fleet logged 45,124 trips. A preliminary sununary of the catch
 
indicates record catches of rockfish, 2.1 million, and of kelp and sand bass,
 
L3 million fish. The salmon catch, 127~OOO fish~ was a near record.
 
Ta&sing-J~.ecoveries 
An intensified tagging program was carried out on sand and spotted sand bass 
as.l,384 fish were marl<ed.Two of 191 tag recover:i,es were noteworthy. A l2~­
inch sa.nd bass, at liberty 3 years, grew 3~inches and moved 4 miles ~ and a 
13~-inch sand bass, at liberty 15 months, grew 4 inches and moved 12 miles. 
Environm~ntal and Behavioral Studies ~f Coastal SEort Fishes tDJ-F22R~ 
During the year we made detailed ecological surveys along our CONES study line, 
which runs normal to shore. off Palos Verdes Point. We made quantitative ob­
servations at each 20-foot depth increment (into lOO-foot depths) and at an 
intensive study area (a 100-meter transect) in the 40- t2 50-foot depths. 
Along this transect we occupied permanently marked. 0.5 m sampling stations 
at each 5-meterinterval. In all, 20 fishes and 40 invertebrates were re­
corded at the 26 stations. During one dive we observed courtship behavior 
of Oxylebiu8 piotus, the painted greenling. This and other data gathered are 
not only increasing our understanding of the rocky subtidal inhabitants, but 
by acting as "base-line data" are facilitating our interpretation of biolog­
ical changes observed in other areas, particularly those influenced by man-
made modifications of the environment. . 
We initiated work on our reimbursed contract studies for Regio~al Water
 
Quality Control Board 8 and 9. These studies involve an ecological and water
 
quality survey of the marine environment in upper Newport Bay and Sunset Bay
 
for. Board 8 (Santa Ana River Basin), and a marine environment survey offshore
 
from San.Onofre for Board 9 (San Diego). In addition assistance was tendered
 
the Redondo Beach Harbor Biological Monitoring program (a contract study
 
funded by Southern California Edison Company).
 
Project personnel conducted. two gross ecological surveys offshore from Santa
 
Catalina Island. The data gathered were used by the Department in assessing
 
. the impact on.this marine environment of construction and operation of a pro­

posed SrOLPORT and an airfield. 
At the request of Region 5, we conducted also a gross ecological survey off­

shore from Ormond Beach, Ventura County. This is an area where Southern
 
California Edison Company proposes to construct a Steam=Electric~Station,
 
. discharging: heated coolant water into the ocean. Our survey revealed a
 
:'sizable Pismo clam population in depths shallower than 20 feet.
 
Project personnel conducted similar surveys at the heated water discharge 
from the Pacific Gas and Electric, Morro Bay, ~team-Electric-Station, in Los 
Angeles Harbor, off Zuma Beach, and at "Horseshoe Kelp" (in southern California). 
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During an intensive collection of reef fishes~ two miles west of Pyramid 
Light~ San Clemente Island, project biologists captured 16 cardinal fish, 
Apogon guadalupensis. Until recently this species was considered endemic to 
Guadalupe Island, Baja California; some 250 miles to the south. Our collec-
tion was probably the first in California although they were initially observed 
in 1967~ at San Clemente Island~ by Edmond F. Hobson~ United States Bureau of 
Sport Fish and Wildlife. 
A collection of fishes inhabiting the Hermosa Beach artificial reef was made, 
and~ despite adverse currents and surge, we captured representatives of 12 of 
the 18 species obs.erved on the reef. Of particular interest were three red 
brotulas (Brosmophycis marginata)~ a seldom observed reef dweller. 
Two shipments of abalones (Haliotis fulgens3 the green, and Haliotis corrugata~ 
the pink) were collected and air freighted to the Hawaii Division of Fish and 
Game. Hawaii fishery biologists are investigating the practicality of intro-
ducing one or more species of California abalones into their waters. 
Throughout the year project personnel were involved also in the designing of 
new equipment~ boat and gear maintenance, and answering the many queries from 
,the general public and the academic community concerning southern California's 
nearshore marine resources. In addition we made underwater observations of 
experimental shrimp trawls being fished~ of shark behavior (at San Clemente 
. Island in cooperation with members of the Naval Undersea Warfare Center), and 
we assisted Region 5 Marine Patrol in evaluating fish traps proposed for use 
in fishing for sheephead (Pimelometopon pulchrum). 
Three manuscripts were accepted for publication in CALIFORNIA FISH AND GAME. 
!Survey of Al&ae o(f Palos Verdes Point, California.!!ill! The Marine Environ-
ment 2.£. the Vicinity 2l. the San Gabriel River Mouth will appear in the Janu-
ary 1969 issue, with Observations on the Biolo&y and Behavio! of the California 
Spiny Lobster, PanuZi!'Usinterrul2,tus (R_andall) scheduled for April. 
-Publications 
Turner~ Charles H., Earl E. Ebert, and Robert R. Given. 1968. The Marine 
Environment Offshore from Point Lorna, San Diego County. CaliLDept.  
Fish and Game, Fish Bull. (140):85 p. 
Redondo Beach Harb~r Biological Monitorin& Program 
Under an agreement with Southern California Edison Company, MRO conducted an 
ecological study in Redondo Beach Harbor to document the existing biota and to 
assist in determining what effect~cif any, a warm water discharge is having on 
that marine environment. 
We determined that the harbor was subjected to extensive sportfishing pressure 
(an average of 23,100 angler-hours per month), and yielded an average of 0.67 
fish per angler-hour. This yield compares favorably with a rate of 0.63 fish 
per angler-hour recorded in a 1963 survey (before discharge of the'heated 
water). The invertebrate fauna was generally "healthy," but no data are avail-
able for a pre~discharge comparison. 
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Publication 
puffy, John M. Redondo Beach Harbor Biological Monitoring Program. MiO 
Reference 69-1. In Press. 
Upper Newport Bay-Sunset Bay Contract Study 
Under an agreement with the State Water Resources Control Boar4, through its 
Regional Bo~rd-#8, Marine Resources Operations is conducting an ecological 
study of Upper Newport Bay,and Sunset Bay. These studies were requested by 
the Board to assist in developing data to protect the beneficial uses of these 
areas. Conditions in Sunset Bay will be related to predictions of future con-
ditions that 'may occur in Upper Newport Bay as a result of contemplated dredg~ 
ing and marina construction. 
The sampling methods employed include: orange-peel-grab, pla~kton tows, 
scrapings from floats and pilings, and visual observations by divers. In ad-
dition beach seines, otter trawls, gill nets and minnow traps are used to 
~btain representative samples of the fishes inhabiting these waters. 
A permanent position was authorized,in early 1968, to oversee and coordinate 
the work of these studies, however it was not filled I,1ntil mid-year, hence tb* 
field work in Upper Newport Bay, February and March, was conducted by DJ F22R 
(Environmental and Behavioral Studies of Coastal Sport Fishes) personnel. 
Identification and enumeration of the material collected in Upper Newport Bay 
was completed in October, by the project coordinator and sampling in Sunset 
Bay was initiated. Samples of the biota in Sunset Bay will be taken at 90 4a, 
intervals to document and describe seasonal changes. ' 
A report combining the results of both the Upper Newport Bay and Sunset Bay 
studies will be prepared by the end of June 1969. 
Barracuda-White Seabass Management Study (DJ F16R) 
The final white seabass report was published as a Fish Bulletin in December 
1968. 
Thomas, James C. 1968. Management of the white seabass (Cynoscion nobilis) 
in California waters. Calif. Dept. Fish and Game, Fish Bull. (142) :34 po-
Southern California Sportfish Survey (DJ F20R) 
The final report of this Federal Aid to Sport Fish project was published at 
year end. 
Pinkas, Leo, Malcolm S. Oliphant, and Charles W. Haugen. 1968. Southern 
California Marine Sportfishing Surveyg , Private Boats, 1964; Shoreline, 
1965-66. Calif. Dept. Fish and Game, Fish Bull. (143)g42 p. 
During 1968, as in previous years, numerous requests for marine sportfishing 
data and estimates of resource utilization were answered from the results of 
this survey. 
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Food Habits Study,' <Bartlett M67R) 
Tqe prog~~ss~ direction~ and goals of the Food Habits Study project were re-
viewed and analyzed in response to questions raised by the Bureau of Commerc~al 
Fisheries. These efforts led to a new set of work plans for fiscal 1968-69 
wherein emphasis will be directed toward the role of the northern anchovy in 
the diet of key sport fish in the California Current System. 
Thes~. key species i·nclude the more desirable commercial and recreational 
fish~s taken in signific~nt quantities in southern California marine waters. 
The key species areg albacore~ bluefin tuna~ bonito~ barracuda~white seabass, 
Cal~fornia halibut~ bocaccio~ chilipepper~ kelp bass~ sand bass~and yellowtail. 
: 
Thestoroachs from 2928 fish were collected during 1968 for fOQd content analy-
si~: .- Th~' ~amples' came f~om various commercial ~ sport ~ educational and scien-
tific fishing endeavors. 
The contents of 974 stomachs (106a~bacore~ 140 bluefin tuna~ 187 bonito~ 7 
barracuda~ 15 white seabass~ 45 halibut~ 29 kelp bass~ 12 sand bass~ 1 yellow-
tail~ and 432 miscellaneous fish were examined' in detail~ identified~ and 
tabulated for future analysis~ Results to 'date ind{cate that anchovies and 
squid are the major food items of the key species. Other food items encoun-
tered in relatively smali percentages were juvenile jack mackerel, Pacific 
, mackerei~ sauries~ and euphasiids. 
Work continued in building up our reference otolith and cephalopod beak col-
lections. The latter required considerable effort because this group of ani-
malsis inadequately described. 
Special Projects Southern California 
The annual sea otter census~ conducted in June~ revealed 576 otters, 107 were 
in the area south of Point Piedras Blancas. 
The annual Pismo ,clam survey was conducted in November. This year the opera-
tions were modified so that the survey consisted of six stations occupied by 
only two biologists during a 2 day period. The survey indicated a poor set of 
clams in 1968. 
Much time and effort was expended during the year with respect to planning. 
Th~refined species plans for,MRO have been in preparation as well as plans 
for the fish and wildlife resources in southern California bays and estuaries. 
Publi'cations 
Carlisle~ 'John G. ~ Jr. ;1969. Invertebrates taken in six, year trawl study in 
Santa Monica Bay. Veliger~ 11(3)g237-242. 
1969. Results of a six=year, trawl study in an area of heavy waste 
dischargeg Santa Monica Bay~ California. Calif. Fish and Game~ 55(I)g 
26-46. 
Red tide in California. Marine Resources Leaflet No. 2~ (in press). 
I 
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CENTRAL CALIFORNIA MARINE SPORTFISH SURVEY (DJ F25R2) 
During 1968 we established an area off Hopkins Marine Station for intensive 
studies of reef and kelp ecology. Two permanent mooring buoys were constructed 
and permanent transect lines for underwater observations were established. 
Routine dives and physical data collections were made during five days of each 
month throughout th~ year • 
.' 
Several thousand/fish were tagged at these two stations and an excellent serie$ 
of taggIng recqptures and re-releases were made. About 300 tagged fish were 
caught and re~eleased yielding information on growth~ movement~ and abundance 
for several ~peci~s.
 
Routine sqmpling of partyboat and sport skirf catches was conducted at Santa 
Cruz~ Mo~erey, Pacific Grove, Morro Bay, and Avila. Sampling was conducted 
throughout the year at Monterey but only during certain months at the other 
harborl· 
, 
l 
commercial gill net catches were sampled at Monterey. Length frequency and 
sp!cies composition data were recorded. 
(' 
~ingcod life history data were compiled including aging by otoliths, ova dia-
'meter measurements, age of first spawning~ size of spawning~ season and numbet 
of times of spawning each season. 
The research boat OPHIODON was fully operat~nnal near the end of the year 
following a series of malfunctions including overheating~ a broken drive 
shaft, cracked manifold, etc. All items were covered by the warranty. 
Miscellaneous projects included counting of sea' otters from the boat in con-
junction with aerial censusing. Several talks were given to sportsmen's 
organizations re project findings and objectives. 
The results of the 1966 marine census work were submitted for publication in 
1968. 
BOTTOMFISH PROGRAM 
In 1968, demersal fish taken by trawlers between southern California and 
southern Oregon were studied by the bottomfish group. Landings of Dover, 
English~ and petrale sole were sampled at seven major ports for age and size 
composition. Animal food landings at four ports were examined for species 
./"
composition. 
Logbook and landing receipt data for all vessels were edited preliminary to 
processing by Biostatistics. New logbooks were received from the printer and 
distrihuted to the fleet. 
Biologists aboard the R.V. NAUTILUS tagged and released 3,370 English sole off 
central California for studies of migration, population structure~ growth, and 
mortalities. 
Coordination of Pacific coast bottomfish research and management was continued 
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through the activities of the rechnical Sub-·Committee of the International 
Trawl Committee and the Pacific Marine Fisheries Commission 0 Tom Jow contin-
ued 'as chairman of the Technical Sub-Committee in 1968 and the staff hosted 
the ninth annual meeting held in San Francisco. 
Investigational activities were curtailed in 1968 by the retirement of J o Bo 
Phillips early in the year and the subsequent loss of his position and the 
assignment of planning duties to Tom Jaw during the latter half of the year. 
SHELLFISH PROGRAM 
Abalone 
Routine monitoring of the fishery was conducted at Morro Bay with occasional 
reports being received from Santa Barbara. Through September~ preliminary 
landing data from Morro Bay showed nearly a 47% decline when compared to the 
similar 1967 period. This decline is reflected through the generally unfavor-
able weather that caused fishermen to shift their operations further south. 
The Purisima Pt. to Pt Conception region and the Islands offshore from Santao 
Barbara were heavily exploited during the year. Observations and reports 
from fishermen indicate that the commercial fishery at Anacapa is not sus-
taining itself. Several ~arge nearshore areas there have become sea urchin 
dominated. 
Fishermen at Morro Bay received anywhere from $14 to more than $20 per dozen 
red abalone, based on weight and meat quality. 
Pink abalone at Santa Barbara brought $7 to $8 per dozen to fishermen early 
in the season but this' advanced to $9· by July. 
Only one hardhat-type diver remained in the fishery at Morro Bay and one was 
reported from Santa Barbara. Thus the trend from the hardhat diver who typ-
ified the early fishery to the hookah type diver has nearly reached a climax. 
Competition and economics prompted this change in fishing methods. 
The bulk of research was conducted at the permanent study site~ located in 
50-foot depths near Pt. Estero. Studies of the growth of bull kelp~ 
Nereocysti8~ were carried through the growing season because of the importance' 
of this kelp to abalone nutrition. Other on-going studies involved abalone 
re-popu1ation, artificial habitat p movement~ growth g predation and competitinn. 
The antiquated project vessel was replaced in November and the new MOLLUSK 
should greatly facilitate future research. 
Three trawl cruises 9 conducted in the San Francisco area p indicated the 1967 
year class was relatively weak. The 1968 year class appeared to be consid-
erably weaker than the '1967 year class. 
A post season cruise off San Francisco indicated the 1968-69 season would not 
be as good as the 1967-68 season. A pre-season survey indicated it would be 
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better with landings, approacnlng 1.6 million pounds. In actuality, the post 
season survey proved more accurate. 
A newsletter describing the crab programts methods~ objectives and results 
was distributed to commercial crab fishermen throughout California. 
Two trawl cruises were conducted in northern California. The efficiency of 
day trawling versus night trawling was tested on both cruises. Results in-
dicated night trawling was more productiveo The 1968 year class appeared very I 
abundant on both cruises o 
Some trapping was done on the second trawl cruise in an attempt to make a 
pre-season estimate of landings. Insufficient data was collected so inter-
views~ith commercial fishermen were substituted for cruise data. Th~s gave 
an estimate of 9.5 to 11 million pounds for the 1968-69 season which is below 
last season's record 12 14 million pounds o0 
Monthly trawling was continued in Humboldt Bay to determine growth and rela-
tive abundance of t~e incoming year classes. The 1968 year class appeared 
very abundant in the bayo Results of the bay trawling and trawl cruises, in-
dicates the 1968 year class is very abundant in northern California o 
Shrimp 
The northern California shrimp fishery (Area A) set a new catch rate record 
with 1,217 pounds per hour o Only 41 days, another record p were required to 
fill the 1.5 million pound quota o As a result of this, Department personnel 
and commercial fishermen made a cooperative survey and estimated 8.75 million 
pounds of shrimp remained on the bed. Based on this, the quota was raised an 
additional 500,000 pounds. A post season survey was conducted and from this 
it was estimated 8.7 million pounds were on the bed. This survey also indi-
cated the 1~68 year class may be the strongest in several years. 
Approximately 190,000 pounds of shrimp were landed in Area B-2 during the 
regular season. This was the first major landings for the area since 1965. 
These were' taken off Pt. Reyes in an area where shrimp had never been fished 
before. Normally when there is a fisheryp it is located well to the north of 
this area. 
Oysters 
Shipments totaling 10,335 standard cases of Pacific seed oysters from Japan, 
2,370 cases from Washington State and 2~047 'bushels of adult Eastern oysters 
were inspected for pests. Inspections took place in Japan~ New York p and 
California. The shipment from Japan was the largest since 1964. 
Clams 
A study was initiated in Tomales Bay to obtain population estimates of gapers, 
Tresus nuttaZZi~ availability of other species~ total effort and total har-
vest of sport clamming. 
A Pismo clam survey to assess recruitment was conducted on ocean beaches near 
Watsonville. 
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Publications 
Ebert~ E. E$ 1968. Abalone. Encyclopedia of Marine Resources, Reinhold 
Book Corporation. Accepted November 1968. 
1968. The sea otter in Californiavs wildlife. Submitted for pub-
lication in the transactions of the Wildlife Society~ February 1968. 
1968. Habitat surVey and census of the California sea otter. Sub-
mitted for publication in the Underwater Naturalist~ Nov. 1968. 
1968. Abalone, a unique fishery. Outdoor California~ 29(3)g13-15. 
Gotshall~ Daniel W. 1969. Stomach contents of Pacific hake and arrowtooth 
flounder from northern California. Calif. Fish and Game, 55(1)g75-82. 
Gotshall, Daniel W. and John E. Fitch. 1968. Lovar p Luvarus imperialis in 
the eastern Pacific with notes on its life history. Copeia No o 1 p March 
1968. 
Katkansky, Stanley C., Walter A. Dahlstrom, and Ronald W. Warner. 1969. 
Observations on survival and growth of the European flat oyster p Ostrea 
edulis, in California. Ca1i.L Fish and Game~ 55(1) g69-74. 
Willis, Mel.. 1968. Northern range extension for the yellow crab, Cancer 
anthonyi. Calif. Fish and Game, 54(3)~217. 
SHELLFISH AND BOTTOMFISH DATA ANALYSIS 
Information Storage and Retrieval System 
Research Cruise Data 
The data from 24 shellfish research cruises were established in our computer 
data bank. The system contains data from 59 cruises taken between 1957 and 
19680 
Market and Sea-Sampling Data 
The market and sea-sampling system was designed and data pertaining to crab 
sampling from 1954 to 1968 were transcribed p keypunched~ and added to the 
system. The shrimp market sampling data from 1968 was also added to the sys-
tem. Data collected presently and in the future are recorded directly on 
INFOL forms p thereby eliminating transcription. 
Box-Sampling Data 
The flatfish data from 8 years V collections of boxes of fish obtained from 
trawlers have been keypunched and are established in an INFOL system. The 
data include species, length p maturityp depth p and location observations. 
Miscellarteous Data , 
An INFOL system was designed for trawler landings in Fort Bragg in 1964-1966. 
This data will be used with the petrale sole tagging study results to inves-
tigate the population dynamics of that species. 
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The results of the postcard survey of crab fishermen were established in an 
INFOL system. This system was later used to address envelopes for a news-
letter to crab fishermen. 
Interrogations 
Shrimp and crab cruises are normally interrogated with standard programs sum-
marizing catch and station information. During the year many miscellaneous 
interrogations were made of the data banks. The largest interrogation was 
one in which all the crab lengths measured in cruises from 1957-1968 were sum-
marized by month, sex, gear, area~ and depth, in addition to the tabulation 
~f the ~idth-frequencies~ 603 graphs were prepared on both microfilm and hard-
copy using the Stromberg-Carlson 4020 plotter. 
0eerations Research 
. Shellfish 
Work continued on describing the population dynamics of the market crab, 
Cancer magister. One of the main problems is defining an accurate measure of 
fishing effort. Originally pounds per delivery per month were used, later 
boat-days-per delivery were used. 
After reviewing a computer report prepared by the Biostatistical Section which 
listed the weekly deliveries by pounds for selected boats we found that weekly 
intervals were better than monthly ones, but thatrthe between-boat variability 
was large. Consequently, we decided to conduct a mail survey of crab fisher-
men to minimize this variability by determining the number of traps fished by 
each boat. An 80 percent response occurred. 
A step-wise multiple regression of the number of traps fished by a boat and 
its physical description was attempted in order to estimate the traps fished 
by non-responders and by boats in previous years when no survey of effort was 
conducted. Unfortunately only about 40 percent of the variation about the mean 
number of traps was explained by the regression. 
The results of the postcard survey of effort are being used along with a com-
puter report from the Biostatistical Section showing the amount and frequency 
of crab landings by week to estimate the crab population size. These data 
will also be used with market sampling data for the same time period to esti- 
mate fishing and natural mortalities.  
The width frequencies of crabs produced by the program previously described 
in Interrogations show the modal progressions due to growth. With these data 
we hope to determine a growth curve for the market crab. 
A simulation program written in FORTRAN was run with a simplified model of a 
crab population and fishery. With several different mortality rates the popu-
lation stabilized after about 20 generations~ suggesting that density~inde­
pendent factors need to be included in further models. 
A search is being made by graphing for a functional relationship of market 
crab catch and population to the surface water temperature at time 9f hatch-
ing. 
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Length-weight curves for the spot prawn~ Pandalus platyaerosJ were computed 
by sex and month. 
A clam-sampling program was designed for the Shellfish Project •. 
Bottomfish 
A study of the population dynamics of petrale sole in the Fort Bragg aTea was 
started. Tag returns from the 1964 tagging study were summarized and the Fort 
Bragg trawler landings for 1964-1966 were established in an INFOL system. A 
satisfactory way of apportioning effort to petrale sole when other species were 
caught simultaneously in a tow has not been found p and the work was halted 
temporarily to concentrate on crab data analysiso 
We'attempted to apply the Schaefer model to 8 years of Dover sole catch and 
effort data using a computer program modified by Tomlinson o The model did not 
fit the data very well, possibly because Dover sole are long-lived and slow 
growing, therefore, Dover sole could not be expected to respond quickly to re-
movals by fishing by increasing their growth rate as the model assumes. 
( 
Discussions were held with the Bottomfish Investigation to outline a data pro-
cessing system for trawl logso We proposed an Associate Marine Biologist po-
sition for our staff to provide assistance by way of systems design~ computer 
programming, and data analysis. This proposal was denied after 6 months' cor-
respondence and the data processing system was delayed accordingly. 
Consultations were given to the Bottomfish Project concerning a Dover sole 
tagging studyo A flow chart of the study was made p forms were designed, and 
the mathematical equations used in the analysis were writteno The purpose of 
the study is to provide estimates of natural and fishing mortality rates of 
Dover sole in the Eureka area that, combined with growth parameters~ will be 
used in a modified Ricker model of yield per recruit. 
An INFOL system was designed for the Dover sole tagging study and another was 
designed for use in indexing the California Fish and Ga~e quarterlyo 
PESTICIDE MONITORING PROGRAM 
Additional stations were established in San Francisco Bay to characterize 
pesticide pollution levels in specific drainages entering the bayo These 
stations are located at the mouth of Petaluma and Napa Rivers and in Alviso 
and Guadalupe Sloughso These stations will augment data found at Coyote Point 
and Point San Quentin during 1966 and 19670 
.A permit to harvest shell stock Pacific oysters from Hedionda Lagoon has been 
given to Mr. Richard Northcraft by the California Department of Public Health. 
Approval was granted when pesticide residues were found less than 1 5 ppm DDT,0 
DDD and DDE, the maximum allowable level as determined by the Do S. Public 
Health Serviceo 
A pesticides training course "Pesticides and Public Health" given by the Uo S. 
Public Health Service in Atlanta was attended in Mayo Subject material included 
the toxicology and chemistry of pesticides, legal aspects of pesticide usage 
and pesticide monitoring problemso 
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A dual column chromatographic system was installed to corroborate suspected 
. pesticides. It was suggested that only 4 duplicate-samples be sent to Gulf 
Breeze, Florida for confirmation. Laboratory agreement during the first half 
of 1968 has been unpresidertted in'this field. 
Construction of aquarium facilities to conduct laboratory studies on the 
effects of pesticides on Dungeness crab was completed in September 1968. The 
use of 0.15 ppm copper in the Marine World water system subsequent to comple-
tion of the facility resulted in 100% mortality to the Dungeness crabs prior 
tq the initiation of the exp~riment. The effort at Marine World has been ter-
minated. 
Doone Edw~rdson, a student in the Research Observer Program, worked in the 
pesticide program to gain practical laboratory experience. 
A manuscript, "Chlorinated Hydrocarbon Pesticides in California Estuaries" 
has been completed. Included are pesticide data summarizing pesticide levels, 
found in California estuaries during 1966 and 1967. Pesticides found in off-
shore fish and shellfish are also included. The manuscript has been submitted 
to the Pesticide Monitoring Journal for publication. 
SHELLFISH LABORATORY OPERATIONS (Bartlett Project M64R4) 
The Hovden Cannery site at Stanford University's Hopkins Marine Station was 
found to meet the requirements for establishment of a shellfish culture labor-
atory. Stanford agreed to construct the building- and lease to the Department. 
The goal of beginning construction by the end of 1968 was not achieved due to 
setbacks and delays in planning and negotiations~ However, some progress has 
been made. ' A laboratory floor plan was prepared by Facilities Planning Divi-
sion of General Services and presented to Stanford. Stanford's cost analyses 
for laboratory construction has been presented to General Services for study. 1 
Project personnel made several dives in the vicinity of Hovden Cannery to de-
termine feasibility of installing a sea water intake and to collect represen-
tative organisms in the area. 
During July 1968, one of the vacant Assistant Marine Biologist positions was -
filled. 
Reproductive cycle studies of the Washington clam, $axidomus nuttali, and 
gaper clam, Tresus nuttali, were initiated. Monthly gonad samples have been 
collected and prepared for histological analysis since May 1968. 
Publications 
Wild, Paul W. 1967. Pollution and the marine environment. MRO Ref. (68-16) J 
December 9, 1968. 14 p. 
OYSTER DISEASE AND MORTALITY STUDY 
During March, monitoring of the experimental stations at Elkhorn Slough and 
Morro Bay was discontinued due to the low mortality rates observed during the" 
previous 16 months. The mortality rates at Drakes Estero continued to be low-
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with decreasing trends being noted at Humboldt and Tomales Bays. Examination 
of gaping oysters from Humboldt Bay revealed that the suspected pathogen was 
still present in spite of the."Jow mortalities observed. Examination of phyto-
plankton samples showed no apparent relationship between dinoflagellate abun-
dance and oyster mortality. Examination of gaping oysters from Tomales re-
vealed approximately 30% to exhibit the bacterial infection known as focal 
necrosis. 
A list of papers published by project personnel is given belowg 
Katkansky~ Stanley C. 1968. Intestinal growths in the European flat oyster, 
Ostrea edulis. Calif. Fish and Game p 54(3)~203-206. 
Manuscripts accepted in 1968 for publication in 1969g 
Katkansky, Stanley Cop Walter A. Dahlstrom j and Ronald Wo Warner. 1969. Ob-
servations on survival and growth of the European flat oyster~ Ostrea 
edulis, in California. Calif. Fish and Gamer 55(1):69-740 
Katkansky, Stanley C., and Ronald W. Warner. In Press. On the unusual occur-
rence of Mytilicola orientalis in the::' digestive diverticulae of the Pa-
cific oyster, Crassostrea giga~. J. Invert. Pathol. 
______~.' In Press. Infestation of the rough-sided littleneck clamp Protothaca 
laciniata, in Morro Bay, California with larval cestodes (Echerte1bothrium 
sp.). J o Invert Pathol.0 
Warner, Ronald W., and Stanley Co Katkansky. In Press. Infestation of the 
clam Protothaca staminea by two species of tetraphyllidian cestodes 
(Echeneibothrium sp.). J. Invert. Pathol. 
SAN FRANCISCO-DRAINAGE OCEANOGRAPHY (S.W.Q.C.B. Contract) 
(San Francisco Bay-Delta Water Quality Control Program) 
The primary purpose of this study was to recommend areas in the ocean between 
Bodega Bay and Monterey for receiving waste discharges from a master drain 
being planned to serve the San Francisco Bay-Delta regionso We were to select 
an area(s) where the least damage to the biota and beneficial uses of the area 
would result from the waste discharge. 
The study was terminated in June 1968. 
The study accomplished the following tasks~ 
1. An evaluation of beneficial uses of the marine environment between Bodega 
Bay and Point Lobos. This included commercial landings from 1957 to 1966 
,at  San Francisco and Monterey~ lO-year catch block analyses and fishery 
synopses for seven bottomfish species, fishery synopses for seven impor-
tant species of fish and shellfish not covered by catch blocks p sport 
fisheries p public use of ocean shoreline p biological reserves~ and marine 
laboratories. 
2~	 A collation of biological data pertaining to marine organisms in the study 
area o This included life history synopses of 15 species of fish and shell-
fish important to commercial and sport fisheries in the study area o 
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3. A survey of the benthos and limited oceanographic studies at Bodega B~y,
 
Pillar Point, Point Ano Nuevo and Sand Hill Bluff. Benthic samples were 
taken at four stations established at each of the four locations; two at  
200 feet depths and two at 300 feet depths for a total of 16 stations. 
Analyses were made of the benthic~ sediment particle size and pesticide 
content. Three sampling cruises were taken and a total of 51 benthic 
samples were analyzed from the first two crui~es.
 
'An interim report of our findings and our recommendations was submitted on 
May 1, 1968 and the final report was submitted July 1, 1968. 
Publications 
Odemar, Melvyn W., Paul W. Wild~ and Kenneth C. Wilson. 1968. Interim Re-
port, Special Study: Oceanography, S.F. Bay Delta Water Quality Control 
Program. Unpub. manuscript, Calif. Dept. of Fish and Game, Marine Re-
sources Operations Laboratory, Menlo Park, California.  
Odemar, Melvyn.W., Paul W. Wild, and Kenneth C. Wilson. 1968. A survey of 
the marine environment from Fort Ross~ Sonoma County, to Point Lobos, 
Monterey County. MRO Ref. (68-12).  
SEA OTTER PROGRAM 
Since its inception in July 1968 the sea otter project has been investigating 
movements, population size, behavior, and food habits of the sea otter. A 
major portion of the past six months was spent in preparation for the trapping 
and transplanting operations and in the initiation of environmental studies. 
Mel Odemar, project leader, spent 8 days on Amchitka Island in Alaska observ-
ing sea otter trapping and transplanting operations conducted by the Alaska 
Department of Fish and Game. California trapping operations are similar to 
those in Alaska in which otters are taken by gill nets. 
The new vessel, launched on November 18~ 1968, has been found to operate well. 
All major trapping problems were solved. 
Three aerial censuses of sea otters were conducted with highest count, 664 
animals, in November. 
Agreements have been made with interested researchers to investigate sea ott~r 
behavior, habitat, food habits, systematics, physiology~ and marking methods. 
SPECIAL PROJECTS PROGRAM 
Northern California 
Major work was in the establishing of 13 oceanographic stations and collecting 
temperature and salinity data in the Gulf of the Farallones. 
Observations of kelp harvesting were made. In addition to the macrocystis bed 
utilization there is de~elopirtg industry based on the harvest of other seaweeds 
with herring eggs attached. Production has been minimal so far. 
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"A large number (22) of special problem and planning meetings with sportsmen, 
service clubs, commercial fishermen s and governmental agencies were attended. 
Talks given at five. Fourteen technical jobs were done for other sections of 
the Menlo Park laboratory staff. 
BIOSTATISTICS 
Our preliminary compilations indicate California~s commercial fish landings 
and imports of tuna amounted to about 566 million pounds valued at 85 million 
dollars during 1968. Landings decreased from 504 million pounds in 1967 to 
444 million pounds in 1968, while tuna shipments increased from 85 to 122 
million pounds. The large dr p in domestic landings largely reflected the, 
lack of an anchovy reduction fishery early in the year and a drop in skipjack 
landings from the record 1967 level. The increase in the overall value from 
71 million dollars in 1967 resulted largely from higher tuna prices. 
Biostatistics produced 1471 reports with ,our tabulating equipment during 1968. 
This total includes 1096 ~onthly tRbulations prepared during the year~ 271 
annual reports summarizing landings~ and 104 special reports produced from 
biological data or in answer to special requests. The total is less than the 
1.577 reports produced in 1967~ largely reflecting streamlining of the Pacific 
mackerel reports. The totals do not include the check sheets and tables used 
in the direct production of our Catch Bulletin and Circular. 
Almost 9800 commercial fishing licenses and nearly 4800 commercial fishing 
boat registrations were processed during the first 10 months of the 1968-1969 
license year. Eight hundred and eighty four of the boats registered in 
California for the first time. All of these totals are 3 to 4 percent higher 
than those for a similar period last year. 
The first years operation of our system to produce current magnetic tapes of 
our basic catch data was completed. The first yearVs experience pointed out 
several possibil1ties for improvement. The system was subsequently modified 
to incorporate data maintenance in month order~ system-maintained bookkeeping, 
improved input data checks~ and more detailed output,information. The check-
ing program was revised to include effort by origin and value' by species in--
formation. 
The analysis section completed manuscripts on sampling procedures for handling 
wet fish landings, and on a generalized version of the logistic model for' 
describing the relationships between population size and yield. Work was con-
tinued on the population dynamics of Pacific mackerel and ocean shrimp. 
New programs added to our program library during 1968 included PL/t programs 
to convert commercial tapes from CDC 3600 to IBM 360 format~ to compile com-
mercial catch and effort data for exchange with the U.S.S.R. through the U.S. 
State Department, and to calculate weekly catch per delivery date for market 
crab landings. New FORTRAN programs included two new age-length analysis pro-
grams, programs to fit the unimodel and bimodel spawner-recruit curvers~ pro-
grams applying Schaefervs logistic model and a generalized version of the 
logistic to catch and effort data~ and a program for extracting data for a 
species or a species group from the commercial tapes. In addition the program 
used'to produce the annual sablefish reports was revised to accept magnetic 
tape data as input, and the weight-length analysis was rewritten in PL/1. 
" 
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Almost all our computer work was being ~arried out on a CDC 6600 - the worlQs 
largest and fastest computer - by years end. In accord with Groschvs Law p 
• this has resulted in a substantial r~uctionin computer cost per computation~ 
Pat Tomlinson p our Statistical Methods Analyst IIp was granted a leave of 
absence and departed for Santiago p Chile in October. He will advise the 
Instituto de Fomento Pesquero on sampling and stock assessment problems for a 
seven-month period. 
Publicatio~s 
Abramson p Norman J. 1968. A probability sea survey plan for estimating 
relative abundance of ocean shrimp. Calif o Fish and Game, 54(4)~257-269, 
Heimann, Richard F.G.~ and Herbert Wo Freyo 1968. Statistical report'of 
fresh~ canned~ cured p and manufactured fishery products for 1967. Calif. 
Dept. of Fish and Game p Circular p (42):1-15. 
1968. The California marine fish catch for 1967. Calif. Dept. Fish 
and Game p Fish Bull. p (144):1-47. 
Tomlinson, Patrick K. 1968 0 Mortalityp growth~ and yield per recruit for 
Pismo clams. Calif. Fish and Game, 54(2):106-107. 
MARINE TECHNICAL INFORMATION CENTER 
The Marine Technical Information Center combines the Marine Resources Opera-
tions information services to the public in general and the specific infor-
mation needs of the staff p visiting scientists, members of the industry, 
students p and all others interested in ocean research. 
An extensive marine science library makes available most of the published 
research in this field p and receives on a world-wide basis all new develop-
ments as reported in the literature. The collection consists of more than 
140,000 publications and receives I p500 current serial titles. Annual 
accessions total in excess_of 10 p OOO items. A branch library is maintained 
in the Menlo Park Laboratory and the information needs of Marine Resources 
Operations staff at Eureka and Pacific Grove are serviced. 
Statistics recording use of the library, in addition to service to staff sho~: 
Reference request services 3~000 
Telephone calls received 2~500 
Letters answered Ip500 
Visitors using library 1,050 
In 1968, library records show~ 
Publications received 11,180 
Serial titles added 200 
Interlibrary loans 205 
Books bound 400 
Catalog cards typed 1 p 200 
Catalog cards filed 2,100 
Xeroxed material 70 hours 
SPOus typed 300 
Exchange cards 850 
,-
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,Information given to the public answer, a wide range of requests about marine 
. ,. life, fishing conditions and regulations ~ and all aspects of California vs fish 
and game resources and the Departments activities. The supplies of Fish 
Bulletins, California Cooperative Oceanic Fisheries Investigations~ Reports, 
California Fish and Game overages~ booklets~ leaflets and maps concerning 
marine subjects are handled~ stored~ mailed and maintained by the Center's 
personnel. 
An active mailing list of 2~800 addresses is kept active and the Bulletins, 
CCOFI Reports and other material is mailed as published. Most of these publi-
cations are sent to institutions~ societies~ government agencies and others 
who send their literature to us in exchange. Over 80% of all library acquisi-
tions are received through this exchange agreement. We have an active exchange 
arrangement with 42 different countries. Material is received in 16 languages. 
In 1968, requests from the public for publications and fish and game information 
were as follows: 
Visitors 800 
Letters 600 
Phone calls 500 
Films borrowed 60 
Viewers 6~000 
Publications mailed 1s~000 
Publications handed out 6,000 
Accelerated interest in the ocean; its economic potential~ its recreational 
value~ and universal appeal~ is reflected in the steady increased demand for 
information in all aspects of marine science and at all levels of interest. 
The Marine Technical Information Center fills a real need in this area. 
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1968 
MRO 
Ref. No. Title Author 
68-1 
68-2 
68-3 
68-4 
68-5 
68-6 
68-7 
68-8 
68-9 
68-10 
68-11 
68-12 
68-13 
68-14 
68-15 
68-16 
Review of Rockfish Program J.B. Phillips 
No report 
Fishery Resear~h Cruises in Mexican Waters Philip M. Roedel 
made by State of California Vessels. 
Cooperation in Fisheries Research and De- Philip M. Roedel 
velopment in Baja California and California 
Bottomfish Resources of California Current HoG. Orcutt 
System 
Greater Lo~ Apgeles Council of Skindivers M.S o Oliphant 
Meet, Aliso Park, Laguna Beach~ California, 
April 21, 1968 
Greater Los Angeles Council of Skindivers 
Meet, Divers Cove, Laguna Beach~ Calif.~ 
May 5, 1968 
Albacore Newsletter 
Greater Los Angeles Council of Skindivers 
Meet, L~o Carrillo State Beach p 
California, May 19, 1968 
Expected Grunion Runs 1969 
Report of the 1968 Oregon-California 
Spearfishing Championship p Crescent 
City, May 26, 1968 
A Survey of the Marine Environment from 
Fort Ross p Sonoma Countyp to Point Lobos, . 
Monterey County 
Report of the 1968 Underwater Society of 
America and U.S. National Spearfish 
Championships, Carmel, August 25, 1968 
California Shellfish Importation and 
Planting Report p 1~67-68 Season 
Ocean Sport Fish Catch and Efforts from 
the Golden Gate to Yankee Point, Monterey 
County, California for the year 1966. 
Pollution and the Marine Environment' 
M.S. Oliphant 
William L. Craig 
M. S. Oliphant 
John G. Carlisle,Jr. 
Dan Gotshall 
Melvyn W. Odemar 
Dan Miller 
W.Ao Dahlstrom 
Daniel Miller, 
Melvyn Odemar 
Paul W. Wild 
Date 
1-2-68 
1-68 
1-68 
2-21-68 
4-21-68 
5-5-68 
6-1-68 
5-19-68 
7-10-68 
5-26-68 
7-68 
8-25-68 
9-16-68 
In Press 
12-9-68 
